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The

Crystal  Clear 

Total  

Solut ion

Leading the way in safer, simpler 
and more accurate chlorination!

Accu-Tab® Tablet  Chlor inat ion System 

for  Aquat ic  Centers, Waterparks and 

Commercia l  Pools



Evolution of chlorination: 
gas to bleach to trichlor to cal hypo 

From…

Chlorine gas
[+] Lowest chemical cost
[ - ] Special safety & 

handling requirements

To…

Liquid bleach
[+] Safer than gas
[ - ] Instability, variable

strength, maintenance
concerns

To…

Trichlor tablets
[+] Storage and handling
[ - ] Cyanuric acid buildup,

strong odors, corrosive

To the…
Accu-Tab® Tablet Chlorination System
and its unique, patented three-inch blue tablets in
an innovative chlorinator. The happy result:  an
ultra-simple, ultra-reliable, ultimate pool chlorination
system. Who could ask for anything more?

"We chose the Accu-Tab system to get away

from big bleach drums. We’ve seen a definite

decrease in maintenance which frees us up

to do other things. It also looks like we’ll be

using less CO2 , calcium chloride and sodium

bicarbonate. We’re really happy with the

Accu-Tab system."

Greg Castleberry
Certified Pool Operator
Bellevue Club
Bellevue, Wash.
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"I’ve saved more than 33 percent on my chemical budget by switching to the

Accu-Tab system. I noticed right away that after heavy usage, the recovery

time for the pool was much faster. I’m going to definitely recommend the

Accu-Tab system to other pools."

Carol Carboneau
Parks and Recreation Director
Milford Park and Recreation
Milford, NH

Accu-Tab is a registered trademark of PPG Industries, Inc. for tablet chlorination systems, chlorinators and calcium 
hypochlorite tablets.

Statements and methods presented are based upon the best available information and practices known to PPG Industries at present,
but are not representations or warranties of performance, result or comprehensiveness, nor do they imply and recommendations to
infringe any patent or an offer of license under any patent. The products mentioned herein can be hazardous if not used properly.
Any health hazard and safety information contained herein should be passed on to your customers or employees, as the case may
be. PPG Industries also recommends that, before use, anyone using or handling this product thoroughly read and understand the
information and precautions on the label, as well as in other product safety publications such as the Material Safety Data Sheet. Like
all potentially hazardous materials, this product must be kept out of the reach of children.

THE ACCU-TAB® TABLET
CHLORINATION SYSTEM – 
A CLEARLY SUPERIOR CHOICE
The Accu-Tab system by PPG Industries can
make all the difference in safety, simplicity,
reliability, maintenance, ease of chemical
handling, consistent chemical delivery and
excellent water clarity. Whatever the application
– from swimming pools to large aquatic facilities,
the Accu-Tab system is designed to deliver for
you. It meets the most critical standards in the
field:  yours.

A UNIQUE SYSTEM FROM 
A LEADER IN CHLORINE
TECHNOLOGY
PPG Industries understands chlorine. As the
third largest manufacturer of chlorine in the
world, we’ve been producing chlorine and
chlorine products for more than 50 years. And
we’ve been in the forefront of chlorine technol-
ogy for pools as it has evolved. As demonstrated
below, trade offs have always been necessary –
Until now.

Only from PPG: Accu-Tab®

blue tablets, formulated with

a proprietary, patented,

controlled erosion agent, and

manufactured to rigorous

standards of chemical purity

and physical integrity. 

Simply the only tablets of

their kind. And simple is the

operative word when it comes

to this state-of-the-art pool

chlorination system.



MAXIMUM CHLORINATOR
RELIABILITY WITH THE 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF 
MOVING PARTS. NONE.

MAXIMUM CHLORINATOR
RELIABILITY WITH THE 
MINIMUM NUMBER OF 
MOVING PARTS. NONE.

Model 3008/3012  
For pools up to 75,000 gallons in capacity. 
Holds 8 lbs. (3.6 kg.) of Accu-Tab tablets.

Model 3075  
For pools up to 300,000 gallons in capacity. 
Holds 75 lb. (35 kg.) of Accu-Tab tablets.

Model 3150  
For pools up to 1 million gallons in capacity. 
Holds 150 lb. (70 kg.) of Accu-Tab tablets.
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Because Accu-Tab® chlorinators have no moving
parts, you have no expensive maintenance prob-
lems. There are no parts to wear out, replace, or
stock and no need for frequent cleaning. Now
your chlorine supply can be literally as reliable
as your water supply because the only thing that
moves in an Accu-Tab chlorinator is the water itself.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
ACCU-TAB SYSTEM FOR YOUR
OPERATION IS SIMPLE

There’s no soaking. Only the bottom

surface of Accu-Tab tablets contact

incoming water, leaving the rest of

the tablets dry. Tablets erode at a

consistent rate, releasing a controlled

amount of chlorine.

"The Accu-Tab system is great, and everything is working fine. The

tablet system is so easy to use that it’s practically maintenance-free.

We’ve saved so much money this year that when the school’s finance

people look at the books, they’re really going to sit up and take notice."

Jeff Elder
Pool Operator
Palo Alto Community 
College Aquatic Center

Pool operators using the Accu-Tab system

prefer it to any other sanitizing method –

overwhelmingly.

WHY DO POOL OPERATORS BUY THE
ACCU-TAB CHLORINATION SYSTEM?
WHY DO POOL OPERATORS BUY THE
ACCU-TAB CHLORINATION SYSTEM?

• Safety

• Reliability

• Water Clarity

• Low Maintenance

• Easy Chemical Handling

• Accurate Chemical Delivery

All Accu-Tab automatic chlorinators 
are NSF Standard 50 listed.



SIMPLY THE BEST
The Accu-Tab system delivers what pool operators
want most in chlorination – crystal clear water
with minimum hassle. Now you can have
performance that solves your problems and
meets your needs.

Safer. No more gas leaks or bleach spills. No 
special containment measures or elaborate
safety equipment. And Accu-Tab tablets are
colored blue to minimize the risk of mixing
with other chemicals.

High Reliability. Low Maintenance. The Accu-Tab
system eliminates the complexities, corrosion
problems, and potential costs of gas and bleach
installations. Maintenance is as easy as cleaning
your chlorinator – once a year.

Easy Handling. Many chemicals can be hard to
handle. Liquid chlorine, for example, can require
heavy drum handling and uses up premium
storage space. The Accu-Tab system simplifies
handling. It’s lighter in weight and because it’s
compact, it saves space. In fact, did you know
that one 55-lb. pail of Accu-Tab tablets is nearly
equivalent to a 55-gallon drum of bleach? Which
would you rather carry?

Consistent, Predictable Delivery. With the Accu-Tab
system, you can depend on chlorination that’s
consistent, effective and accurate. Bleach loses
strength in storage. Other methods can result in
variable chlorine levels. Only Accu-Tab tablets
have a patented controlled erosion agent for
continuous, steady chlorination. The system
delivers precisely the level of chlorine you need
– automatically.
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"We’re extremely pleased with the Accu-Tab System’s performance. It has been an 

excellent product from the standpoint of cost, efficiency and especially, safety"
Scott McKay - General Manager
Sandcastle Waterpark - Pittsburgh, PA
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In operation, the Accu-Tab chlorinator
uses pool re-circulation water to erode
Accu-Tab tablets. In the chlorinator,
incoming water contacts only the bottom
surfaces of the tablets. Tablets erode at
a consistent rate, releasing a controlled
amount of chlorine from the water flow.
The higher the flow, the more chlorine
is delivered. Chlorinated water is then
returned directly to the suction side of
the pump. Accu-Tab chlorinators can
be installed in any commercial pool,
including below-ground types.

The PowerBase® AT chlorination
unit, incorporating the Accu-Tab
chlorinator and tablets, is a
unique combination providing
a better chlorination alternative
for commercial swimming pool
installations. And with its compact
size, conversion is simple and
installation is easy.

PowerBase® AT chlorination unit 
makes installation easy.

THE BOTTOM LINE?
The clear result is in your water. Day after day,
all season long, the Accu-Tab system keeps your
water clean, safe, sparkling and inviting. It’s
really that simple. Accu-Tab systems are sanitizing
thousands of commercial and municipal pools,
waterparks and aquatic attractions of every
size, type and description. Accu-Tab tablets do
not contain cyanuric acid, so they’re excellent
for use in indoor pools. They’re ideal for wading
pools and spas as well, where a smaller modified
unit can be used. See for yourself how well the
Accu-Tab system works for your facility.

PPG manufactures two types of calcium
hypochlorite tablets for pool applications.
Accu-Tab Blue is the standard formulation.
Accu-Tab Blue SI (scale inhibitor) tablets 
are specifically formulated for hard water 
applications.

Complete System 
NSF 50 Listed

With the Accu-Tab tablet chlorination system,
you get the flexibility to suit virtually any
application, size and chlorine demand. The
system is readily installed and performs
reliably in operations using automatic con-
trollers. Your Accu-Tab system pool specialist
will show you how quickly and easily it fits into
your operation.

EASY INSTALLATION FOR EVERY POOL OPERATOR
All three Accu-Tab chlorinators – Model 3012,
Model 3075 and Model 3150 – provide safer,
accurate and reliable chlorine delivery for a
full range of pool applications, from children’s
wading pools to million gallon pools.


